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We present simulations of transport through highly transmitting open cavities within a lattice Green’s func-
tion formalism. The qualitative relation between the line shape of the conductance and the symmetries of the
corresponding scar wavefunctions is discussed. This system presents similar scar wavefunctions at different
conductance plateaus. At the high plateau index limit the scars associated with bouncing ball classic orbits
suffer a transition from accessible to quasi-unaccessible from outside the square billiard.
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Open quantum dots (OQD) with highly transmitting chan-
nels are systems where charging effects are not relevant and
single-particle resonances should be robust. An example is
experimentally described in the literature [1], for a regime of
quantum dot sizes that are comparable to the Fermi wave-
length λF , with a single entrance mode. OQDs structures
with such characteristics are suitable for wavefunction imag-
ing based on shifts in energy of the resonances, induced by
AFM tip [2]. The same procedure could also be proposed for
imaging of quantum billiard (QB) states or quantum dots that
are much larger than λF (high energy) and with several en-
trance modes [3, 4].
The transmission resonances are features of the quantum
transport that can persist even in the semiclassical regime
and are related to scar wavefunctions of regular periodic
orbits, which are classically unaccessible from the leads.
This suggests that dynamical phase-space tunneling may play
an important role in the transport through open quantum
cavities[5, 6]. For systems with mixed dynamics that com-
prise the majority of dynamical systems found in the nature
a mechanism of chaos-assisted tunneling in multistep process
has been suggested[7]. The assumptions that all dot energy
levels are uniformly broadened by opening the leads and that
only classical trajectories that connect the input and output
leads contribute to conductance are not necessarily true for
these systems: the electrons can stay in the dot for a rather
long time in any periodic orbit associated with a resonance in
the transmission[8] and in this case a fully quantum mechani-
cal approach is necessary, a similar modeling is done by Akis
and Ferry[4].
Our aim is to study the qualitative relation between the line
shape of the conductance and the symmetries of the corre-
sponding scar wavefunctions in a quantum-semiclassical limit
for a open square billiard that presents a mixed dynamic at
high energies.
The method used to simulate the structure consists in a hy-
bridization between the self-energy technique [9] and the re-
cursive method [2, 10]. The total Halmitonian, (HT ), can be
writen as a function of the Hamiltonians, Hii, of each trans-
verse chain in which the system is divided, and using the self-
energies, ΣL and ΣR, for describing the effects of the leads on
the device (Fig. 1):
HT =

H11+ΣL V 0 0 . .
V H22 V 0 . .
0 V H33 V 0 .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . HMM +ΣR
 (1)
Here we are considering that the system is composed by M




εi1 Vy 0 0 . .
Vy εi2 Vy 0 . .
0 Vy εi3 Vy 0 .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .









FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the method and structure used.
The hopping sub-matrices in eq.(1), V , are diagonal, with
elements < i|V |i >=Vx.
In eq.(1) ΣL = V gLV and ΣR = V gRV (V is real) are the so
called self-energies which describe the effects of the leads on
the device, where gL and gR are the Green’s functions for the
isolated contacts:
(E−HL)gL(E) = I and (E−HR)gR(E) = I (3)
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Explicit expressions for gL and gR are shown elsewhere [2].
This formalism permits the use of conventional recur-
sive Green’s function method for calculating the conductance
[2, 10]. However, in this paper our main concern is the calcu-





where m is the longitudinal site index, which define a transver-
sal chain of N sites (n is the transversal site index). In order
to calculate this equation it is necessary to obtain the diagonal
matrix elements of the total Green’s function:
Gii =< i|[(E + iη)I−HT ]−1|i > (5)
which can not be calculated using the conventional recursive
method. The necessary generalization of the method is the
central issue of on discussion. In order to calculate Gii, we
start with the Hamiltonian of the corresponding transverse
chain, Hii (in Fig. 1 some of these chains are illustrated) of
HT . The i-th chain divides the system in two sub systems, one
at the left with i− 1 chains and one to the rigth with M− i
chains. Next, we obtain the Green’s functions of the sub sys-
tems projected on the i−1-th and i+1-th chains, by means of
a recursive procedure:
Gm,m = (1−GLm,mV GRm+1,m+1V )−1GLm,m (6)
For the left sub system, GL is the iterated left chain, while
GR is the added chain at each iteration. Similarly, the right
sub system is handled by eq. (6) interchanging L and R. This
permits to calculate the self-energies:
Σa =V+GaV (7)
at each side of i (a = i−1 and a = i+1). These self-energies
are added to Hii):
Gii = (E−Hii−Σi−1−Σi+1)−1 (8)
This is the Green’s functions of the i transversal chain of the
system or device, in other words, eq. (8) gives the diagonal
matrix elements of the total Green’s functions of the system.
This method is specially useful for calculating the local den-
sity of states of large systems.
Close to realistic device dimensions are achieved, here we
use up to M = 171 (longitudinal sites) and N = 101 (transver-
sal sites) to define the structure represented schematically in
Fig. 1. The parametrization of the electronic GaAs effective
mass, m∗ = 0,067m0, leads to a value for the hopping pa-
rameters given by Vx,y = −~2/(2m∗a2) = −0,142 eV for a
host lattice parameter of a=20 A˚. Hence, the OQD size is
Lx=Ly=101a=0,2µm. The QPCs are L=25a (500 A˚) long and
w=51a (1000 A˚)wide (Fig. 1). These are already experimen-
tally achievable dimensions.
For the purpose of illustrating the different effects in the
transport, resonances in the conductance and classic orbits or
scar wavefunctions, we have simplified the problem using a
square OQD with hard wall confinement. The evolution of
classic orbits and chaos with the rise of the incident electron
energy shows a fingerprint in the conductance of the systems
with an underlying regular classical dynamics. The dimen-
sionless conductance curves vs incident energy E shown in
Fig. 2 are for regimes with (a) 5, (b) 10 and (c) 21 transmitting
modes in the connecting quantum point contact (QPC) with
a given width, simulating quantum dots that are much larger
than λF (high energy) with several entrance modes [3, 4].
Here, the conductance is characterized by narrow iso-
lated resonances on top of a smooth background for N
transmitting modes, characteristic of OQDs at lower ener-
gies (Fig. 2(a)), similar to the N = 1 case in the refer-
ence [2] or at high energies (Fig. 2(b-c)) when the un-
derlying classical dynamics is mixed [11]. It is impor-
















FIG. 2. Conductance as a function of electron incident energy of
device shown in Fig. 1 for regimes with (a) 5, (b) 10 and (c) 21 trans-
mitting modes for a fixed width of quantum point contacts.
the opening of the leads introduces and enhances chaos, in
analogy to the opening of closed chaotic systems, where a rise
in the number of regular orbits occurs [4]. The interference
effects due to the square geometry and hard wall confinement
generate the diminution of the smooth background associated
to the conductance plateaus and this diminution rises with in-
creasing energy, Fig. 2(a-c).
At the energy interval of fifth conductance plateau
(Fig. 2(a)), a quantum regime with clear Fano resonances
[12] is observed. The wide line widths indicate a strong and
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efective coupling to the leads continua. In the region of the
tenth plateau (Fig. 2(b)) a strong rise in the number of reso-
nances is observed, as expected, for a similar interval of en-
ergy. Now the fine line widths are associated to a diminu-
tion of the coupling to the leads continua. For high ener-
gies in the semiclassical limit (Fig. 2(c)), we have a rather
unexpected diminution of the number of the resonances on
the smooth background. This could be associated to a rise of
chaos in the system because of the high number of acessible

















































FIG. 3. Local density of states (LDOS) of the resonances 1,2,4,5,7,12
shown in the Fig. 2 associated with bouncing ball classic orbits. Here
the evolution of the scars for classic orbits can be seen.
lead channels. The progressive suppression of the coupling to the con-
tinua is also observed. In order to verify these ideas we cal-
culate the LDOS (Fig. 3) of the resonances observed in the
Fig. 2. In Fig. 3 the effect of the diminution of λF (rise of the
energy) to simulate the evolution of classic orbits by means
of scar wavefunctions in the quantum-semiclassical limit is
shown. In this figure the LDOS of the resonances 1 and 2
observed in Fig. 2(a) are depicted. Here a clear bouncing
ball-like scar wavefunction is observed with a strong cou-
pling to continua. These scar wavefunctions present clear
nodes, a fingerprint of quantum regime, for the two types of
bouncing ball orbits (a) and (b), upper panels of the Fig. 3.
The increase in energy increases the number of nodes of
these scar wavefunctions (resonances 7 and 12, lower pan-
els) leading to a better definition of the bouncing ball-like
scar wavefunction. Specially in Fig. 3(b) we see that a typ-
ical lens shape modulation disappears, going from resonance
2 ( quantum limit) to resonance 12 (semiclassic limit). On the
other hand, a diminution of coupling to the continua is ob-
served by the suppression of the LDOS in the leads. These
observations are evidences that the resonances associated to
bouncing ball orbits, unaccessible from the leads at high
energies, could become accessible by means of the chaotic
states that show fingerprints in the conductance, Fig. 2(c)
[7]. This is a clear illustration of the quantum-semiclassical
limit when the underlying classical dynamics is regular, but chaos











































































FIG. 4. Local density of states (LDOS) of the resonances (a) 3,6 and
11, (b) 8,9 and 10 shown in the Fig. 2 associated to bouncing ball
classic orbits. (c) chaotic and continuum scar wavefunctions.
is generated by the opening of the system and plays an impor-
tant role in the transport in absence of magnetic fields [4].
A sistematic analysis of the relation between the line shape
of the conductance and the symmetries of the correspond-
ing scar wavefunction can reveal which resonant states give
a greater contribution to the transport. In the Fig. 2 all the res-
onances are asymmetric Fano-like indicating that the couplig
to the discreete state in the dot and to the continua channels
give similar contributions. Associated to these resonances
we observe scar wavefunctions of classical bouncing ball-like
with 1 and 2 anti-nodes (Fig. 3) and with 3,4 and 5 anti-nodes
(Fig. 4(a-b)). All these resonances show a similar behaviour
with increasing the number of transmitting modes. However,
the evolution of the scars are different at diferents plateaus:
states in the quantum limit may share the same energy range
with others already in the semiclassic limit. For example, in
Fig. 4(b), the resonance-10 (high energy) has a scar wavefunc-
tion with lens shaped nodes, characteristically from the quan-
tum limit; while in Fig. 4(a), the resonance 6 (much lower
energy) is associated to a scar wavefunction of the same kind,
but already with characteristics of the semiclassic limit (well
defined stripes without modulation). Finally in panel (c) of
Fig. 4, other types of scars are observed. The i-resonance is a
typical wide resonance with strong coupling to continuum of a
bouncing ball-like orbit perturbed by the chaos. The resonant
tunneling associated to the ii-resonance has a similar behav-
ior associated to chaotic orbits. An example of a continuum
state of the connecting QPCs is observed for the iii-resonance.
Here it is clear that states of a closed system (quantum dot)
with scar wavefunctions far from the entrances of open sys-
tem can not couple to these continuum states and mechanisms
associated to the presence of chaos can help in the coupling,
via dynamical tunneling[7].
In summary, we have seen the evolution of scar wavefunc-
tions in the quantum-semiclassical crossover, when the un-
derlying classical dynamics is regular (for the corresponding
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closed system). In these systems the leads, or connecting
QPCs, generate chaos at high energies that maintain the form
of the resonance in the semiclassical limit. The generated
chaos can be observed in the line shape of the conductance
and the symmetries of scar wavefunctions. The Fano asym-
metric resonances are bouncing ball classic orbits that suffer
a transition of accessible to quasi-unaccessible, from outside
the square billiard, with the rise of the energy.
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